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The Coorie-in Solder Station

Over the last couple of years the term “Hygge” has come in to circulation. It is a
Scandanavian word, usually Danish, though Norwegians use it too. Hygge means:
“a mood of coziness and comfortable conviviality with feelings of wellness and contentment.”
Danes, particularly at the start of the year, when the weather outside is dark and fierce, retreat
to their firesides with a good book, good company, and a maybe a dram or two. All in all,
hygge seems eminently sensible.
There is a Scots equivalent of Hygge, Coorie-ing in by the fire. Now let’s face it, you didn’t
come to this article looking for a link to Vogue magazine, but there you go!
https://www.vogue.co.uk/article/coorie-lifestyle-trend
At this time of the year, when the days are short, and the weather is at best bleak and
sometimes downright horrific, sensible Scots are likely to coorie-in by the fire at every
opportunity, reading, relaxing, watching TV, listening to the radio, and, if they are
WOSAGgers, working on their layout and accessories.
For me, that means doing lots of electronics, hardware and software, and that always entails
lots of soldering. One of my favourite quotes is attributed Bob Pease, a legendary
applications engineer at National Semi, who is quoted as saying:
“My favourite programming language is Solder”
I like that! When I’m cooried-in during the winter it’s at the kitchen table, with a big pot of
coffee and the radio on, soldering.
Now my main soldering iron is a trusty Weller, but I also regularly use the rather amazing
TS100 pocket soldering station, and between soldering and desoldering, for both through hole
and SMT, I regularly use half a dozen bits on each. And then there’s the tools used to change
bits. The TS100 uses a tiny, TINY 1mm allen key, and I have already lost a couple of these
( I am quite sure I have ingested at least one!) . Next we need to think about solder, flux,
desolder braid . . . The shortbread tin full of soldering bits has had it’s day. Time to design
something suitable.
The Weller iron stand and iron wipe station both have the same footprint, and notches to
allow them to be locked together. That seemed to be a good starting point. Making the stand
be on three levels, for Weller bits and tools, one for TS100 bits and tools, and a third for
solder, braid etc, just ‘looked right’ and so a plan was made.
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Figure 1 Initial Sketch

Initial sketches were made on scrap paper, and then these were developed in OpenSCAD, and
printed. It was a big print and took hours to do, so it would cost a wee bit more than the usual
3D prints do, but in coorie in time, who cares?

Figure 2 OpenScad development took less than an hour and is very interactive in nature

The stand was to be printed in PLA, which means that it won’t stand heat. So if a hot bit is
taken off an iron it has to be allowed to cool before it is popped in the stand.
Weller provide a 100mm square silicon sheet to protect work surfaces from hot bits, so I’m
sorted, but other folk might need other solutions, like a baking sheet, pie tin, or the lid of the
shortbread box. They’ve started selling Christmas sweeties, Quality Street, Celebrations etc in
plastic ‘tins’. What is the world coming to?
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Figure 3 The first, and indeed only, print.

At this point I was thinking that my ‘Coorie-in’ solder stand is only useful if you use the
same irons as I do, but it would not take much of a redesign to make it take the bits of other
irons, or just other tools generally. At which point it occurred to me that a more general stand
in the same shape, would handle all the other hand-tools that I use while soldering. And so . .
.

Figure 4 The coorie-in Mk II is born, a general purpose tool station for next to the soldering iron
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Figure 5 All tooled up and set to go!

From an idea in the morning, to a completed item (I won’t say product ) by teatime, the use of
3D printing allows ideas to be explored cheaply .
If seeing this sparks a design idea in you, or maybe you have that idea that you’ve
harboured for years if only you could get round to it, then it might well be worth letting one
of the 3D printing guys in WOSAG know ( via convener Davy Dick).You’re mibbe sitting on
a winner!
Of course, you can always chin me at any meeting or via email (chic@computer.org).
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